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BRITISII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION:
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR I873.

SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Association for I873 became due on January Ist.
Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to their respec-
tive Secretaries. Members of the Association not belonging to
Branches are requested to forward their remittances to Mr. FRANCIS
FOWKE, General Secretary, 37, Great Queen Street, London, W. C.
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SATURDAY, NOV7EMBER 22ND, 1873.

A DYING FAITH.
WE had occasion lately to point out that homceopathy, which had
begun as a delasion, is now ending as a fraud. This also appears to
be the verdict of the Clinical Society of London, delivered on the occa-

sion of ani interesting paper by Dr. George Johnson. Dr. George
Johnson has the art of provoking interesting debates; both the
Clinical and the M\edical and Chirurgical Societies owe to him some of
their "best night". The clinical lectures and the papers of this ac-

complished physician have always the quality of novelty and sterling
thought. It is always either a new fact or a new thought which Dr.
Johnson contributes. Ilis paper on Homceopathic Poisoning by Cam-
phor was one of the least elaborate of his contributions to medicine;
but he rightly judged that it had considerable collateral interest, and it
made the Society the scene of an interesting debate. It has long been
know-n to practitioners in London that persons practising pseudo.
homceopathy, and catching the surshine of whatever fashionable noto-
riety attaches to that as to other delusive innovations, have in fact long
since abandoned all scientific claim to be considered as the apostles
of a theory, and have been in the habit of administering the time-
honoured medicines in time-honoured doses, and on the ordinary
common-sense principles embodied in the maxims, Contraria conitrariis
cui,antur, and suMlat¢ causd tollitir efe'ct?s. We have all of us heard of,
and most of us have seen, patients who, unider " homceopathic treatment",
have been leeched, poulticed, fomented, and even blistered ; who have
had opiates administered to relieve pain, purgatives to remove con-

stipation, iron to remedy anremia, strychnia and phosphorus to cure

nervous paresis or neuralgia, and so on through the whole pharmaco-

pceia and through the whole range of disease. It is less generally
known, but it is still known to a great many, that homceopathic phar-
macy has undergone a corresponding transition. No doubt there are

staunch homceopaths to be found, of the old deluded sugar-plum
school; and there are amateur homreopaths, deluded unprofessional
persons, to whom nothing stronger than sugar-plums can be entrusted
for their zealous and misguided ministrations. But these are the neo-

phytes. Ministrants behind the veil practise other mysteries. Harm-
less sugar-plums, of absolutely neutral character, and chemically inno-
cent of anything but starch, sugar, and dextrine, are the pellets with
which the public are encouraged to play. The enlightened homceo-

pathist of the present day takes the drugs of rational medicine and con-

centrates them to the furthest extent to which modern chemical skill can

furnish the means, and administers them in single drors, apparently in
order to maintain the appearance of practising the old delusion after the
old seeming method. Great precautions are taken to prevent neo-

phytes from cutting their fingers with these slharp weapons. Persons
now asking for the "strong tinctures" and the mother tinctures, of nux
vomica and belladonna, are politely told that they cannot be furnished
without a doctor's order. Reason enough there is for this precaution.
Dr. Stewart mentioned at the Society, in the course of the discussion
last Friday, that he had occasion to order " tincture of strychnia" for a

lady who mentionied that she had some in the house. He suggested,
accordingly, that she should take ten drops at stated hours. She men-

tioned, however, that it was "homceopathic tincture", and so strong

that three drops was a dose. Cases in which severe twitchings have
followed the domestic use of one-drop doses of a homceopathic
tincture of strychnia, in which belladonna-poisoning, with mania last-
ing for several days, followed the use of a homceopathic tincture of bel.
ladonna, and in which dysentery followed the use of a homoeopathic
aperient drop (probably croton oil), are within our own knowledge.
The epoch of dynamisation, of cure by the imperceptible action of in.
appreciable doses, has merged into a period of concentration and of
return in secret to the ancient paths of medicine, trodden over under
the disguise of the old wvar-paint and with the old outcry.

There is no question that the homceopathist is a much more danger-
ous person under his new than in his old disguise. Alkaloids are

more dangerous weapons than sugar-pellets. The most strenuous efforts
will not very long suffice to keep the amateur homoeopathist in the
dark, and induce him or her to rely for mild domestic ailments on starch
and dextrine in globules, put up in variously labeled bottles. The
course of nature will do much for anxious relatives. The study of the
natural history of disease, and of the tendency of disease towards spon-
taneous cure, has been largely aided by the earlier homceopathic efforts;
and for this, as for their earnest though overstrained and delusive pro-
tests against anything like polypharmacy, we owe them thanks. But
this is a vein which may be worked too freely. It cannot, as they and
their patients have found to their cost, be followed with invariable suc-

cess. Mothers will sigh for the mother tincture; for the tincture of
aconite, of which a drop every hour allayed fever; for the nux vomica,
the belladonna, and the jalapine; and, confounding the plaything
with the poison, accidents will happen and the fraud will appear. Mr.
Brudenell Carter told at the Society an amusing story of the customary
practice of a wholesale homccopathic purveyor of globules and his
ways, which were dark. The story not long since appeared in print,
without authority, and we are glad to have his authority for a state-
ment which is of great value when so authenticated. We are favoured
by Dr. Alfred Swaine Taylor with a further communication to the like
effect, and of an extremely decisive and weighty character. I-e has
many times examined homceopathic globules, and in general has found
them to be composed of sugar and starch only-the sugar, sometimes
cane or sucrose, and-sometimes sugar of milk or lactose.

In Dr. Smethurst's case, Drs. Taylor and Odling examined sixty.
four small tubes of homeeopathic globules averaging fifty-two globules
to a grain, and including, as would appear from the attached labels,
every variety of mineral and organic poisons and medicines-arsenic,
antinmony, charcoal, sulphur, arnica, strychnia, morphia, etc. They
satisfied themselves of the absence of any trace in the globules of the
substances mentioned ; for all the most delicate tests gave negative
results. They then mixed up some thousands of the globules with
distilled water, and drank off the mixture between them. No effects
followed. They used hundreds of the globules in testing, and could
easily have found in them the 1-400oth part of a grain of arsenic or

mercury. As their tests gave no indication, it was quite obvious that
if labels dropped off, or bottles were jumbled together, or the manufac-
turer put, by mistake, the arsenic label on the strychnine bottle or vice
ver,sI, no one could find out the mistake. In thosedays, nohomoeopathist,
unless he himself prepared the globules or powders, could be sure of
what he really was giving to a patient; and we have yet to learn that
there is greater security for the community at the present time. Perhaps,
the public analysts will look to the matter. There is here an obvious
source of public danger which needs to be guarded against. HIomceo-
pathists have, in the words of Dr. George Johnson, " passed from the
irrational and ludicrous extreme of infinitesimal dilutions to the dan-
gerous extreme of the greatest possible concentration of active and
poisonous drugs." Hampered by their partiality for infinitesimal doses,
they usually prescribe none but powerful medicines. As Dr. Stewart
expressed it, " being identified in the mind of the public with their own
absurdity of infinitesimal doses, and being unwilling publicly to renounce
it, they have recourse to concentrated tinctures, in order to produce an
appreciable effect by very minute doses." Evidence was adduced
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before the Clinical Society, of this concentration of strength in modern
homceopathic tinctures, solutions, powders, and globules-but especi-
ally in the tinctures. The public are kept ignorant of this change, and
are using the potent poisons as though they were the original trillionths,
which might be either charcoal or arsenic, and might be taken with
equal impunity, in doses varying from a globule to a malt-shovelful.
Already serious results, even death itself, have arisen from this ignor-
ance of the changed conditions of the case. It were a charity to warn
the deluded disciples of this fraud of the dangers they run. Homceo-
pathic medicines, made according to the old plan, can be of no use;
when manufactured after the modern fashion, they are the most
dangerous (because the most concentrated) medicines which can be
handled. The one is a fool's bauble; and the other is a doubled-edged
sword.

It will, of course, be urged by the advocates of homceopathy, that
these charges were advanced at the Clinical Society by practitioners
interested in the overthrow of the system. We reply, that they were
made by men who have the discovery of truth for their object, and who
would practise any mode of cure, could they ascertain that its prin-
ciples are based upon sterling facts, capable of standing the test of
experiment. They fulfil their duty now in denouncing the fraud, as
they fulfilled their duty before, in contemning the delusion which is
known as homceopathy. v

MIDDLE-CLASS ASYLUMS.
A COMMENDABLE effort is now being made in the West Riding of
Yorkshire to establish a separate asylum for the insane of the middle
and educated classes of society, whose meanss are too limited to secure
their admission into private asylums. It appears that in the pauper
asylums in that district, side by side with the sedimentary deposits of
the large towns, and with nothing but uncouth operatives and labourers,
are to be found professional men, officers, merchants, and tradesmen of
some cultivation and refinement, who have broken down before they
had accumulated wealth enough to enable them to obtain, when in-
capacitated, anything better than the coarse fare, ill-fashioned garments,
and strange company of the county asylum. And, sadder still, it seems
that in these pauper establishments the wives and daughters of profes-
sional men, governesses, and delicate and sensitive women who have
been accustomed to the purity and partial elegance of an English
middle-class home are associated with prostitutes, criminals, and trol-
lops. There is no separate provision made for those who, being
afflicted by mental disease, can only afford to pay a moderate rate of
board. On the one hand, there is the county asylum, where the
charge is about ten shillings a week; and, on the other hand, there is
the private asylum, where the lowest charge is two guineas a week, to
say nothing of extras -a very indefinite quantity. With such a choice,
itis not to be wondered at that a considerable proportion of the insane of
the middle classes find their way into the pauper institutions; for how
few professional men are there, or how few of the middle classes, who
can afford to pay from £ioo to Zi5o a year for an altogether unpro-
ductive member of the family circle, at a time, too, when increased
expenses have to be incurred in other directions. Insanity, in relation
to money, increases the demand and diminishes the supply. If it
attack the head of a household, income is cut off, just when it is most
wanted. If it attack a subsidiary member of the domestic colony,
novel expenditure has probably to be incurred in providing for the dis.
charge of those duties which the disabled relative undertook. Thus it
is that to most middle-class families visited by madness, a good private
asylum is unattainable; so that the county asylum is the only available
refuge. There is, at present, no help for this. The raving maniac,
the desperate suicide, the victim of morbid impulses, must be placed in
security. The private asylum is barred with gold, and opens only to a
golden key; so the county asylum must be had recourse to, even should
the prospects of recovery be endangered by the hardships and asperities
th at must there be endured. Boards of guardians, with humanity and

common sense, make arrangements in such cases; and so patients, in
no sense paupers, are received into pauper asylums. There, no doubt,
they are judiciously and scientifically treated, as far as circumstances
will permit; but in such asylums all classification is based upon the
character of the mental disease, and not upon the position or education
of the patient, and so the melancholic clergyman is seated next to the
melancholic clodhopper.

This system is obviously very cruel and very unjust. It adds severe
and unnecessary suffering to the terrible anguish of mental disease. It
punishes by degradation and deprivation those whose only fault is that
they are grievously afflicted, and it adds shame to the solicitude of
their distressed relatives. And there are also grave practical drawbacks
connected with this system. As we have already hinted, recovery
may be retarded, if not rendered hopeless, by the painful impressions
which must assail a polished and susceptible mind amidst pauper en-
vironments, and by the postponement of treatment which often results,
from the natural disinclination of relatives to send some loved one
visited by madness to the common lazaretto. Besides, these middle-
class patients, who are paid for by their relatives, occupy the space in
the public asylum which was intended for genuine paupers; and it
-sometimes happens, when the public asylum is fall, that the genuine
pauper is excluded from participation in the benefits of his own institu-
tion, because of their presence there.
We are not surprised that the sagacity and benevolence of York-

shire should have revolted against this system, and should pave the
way, in providing by subscription a public asylum in which the in-
sane of the middle classes can be accommodated at a moderate rate,
and can enjoy a few of the inexpensive comforts and amenities of lifq
while they are spared uncongenial companionship. Charity could take
no better direction than this. As Dr. Clifford Allbutt, who has advo-
cated the middle-class asylum scheme, with force and feeling says, "In-
stead of lavishing funds upon that which directly encourages pauperism
and improvidence, we ask that such funds may be diverted to the help
of those who will help themselves. Make frugality fruitful. Make
cheerful effort hopeful. Let the family upon whom the terrible distress
of insanity has fallen know that the small means which they will still
striveafter and still spare from a slender purse shall be spent economically
for them and turned to the best possible advantage."
The wealth of the West Riding is now as proverbial as its shrewd-

ness.-We trust that the latter will draw upon the former in removing
indigent lunacy from the sphere of private speculation, in sparing it
the pain and indignity of pauper associations, and in providing for it a
middle-class asylum, which will do honour to the district. A manu-
facturing prince who desires to perpetuate his memory, could not
attain his object more certainly or nobly than by connecting his name
with such an institution. Like the tree planted, it will grow when he
is asleep, and bud forth broadly, affording shelter and retirement and re-
freshment to many wayworn travellers.
The movement for a middle-class asylum in the West Riding, like

many other useful and philanthropic works, has originated with the
medical profession. Members of that profession are doubly interested
in such an undertakiag. In their daily duty, they are constantly en-
countering cases in which the necessity for a middle-class asylum is
brought prominently before them; and when insanity unhappily visits
their own firesides, they even more keenly appreciate the want of it.
It behoves them,.therefore, to aid strenuously in the foundation of
such an establishment; we rejoice to learn that, in the present in-
stance, they have done so, and that their efforts are likely to be
crowned with speedy and complete success.
We might add, as a suggestion to those interested, that a nursing in

stitution ought to be founded in connexion with the proposed asylum.
In no class of diseases are the services of trained and skilled nurses
more important and efficacious than in mental maladies. If, in many
cases of incipient insanity, the quiet firmness and tact of an experienced
nurse could be substituted for the fussy attentions and agitating inter-
ference of relatives and friends, rapid recovery might be hoped for in
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stead of protracted attacks. It is no exaggeration to say that removal
to an asylum might be rendered altogether unnecessary, and the ban
connected therewith might be spared, in many acute mental ailments,
could the physician in attendance only command efficient and trust-
worthy assistance in his home-treatment. At present such assistance is
not to be procured; but a supply of it might be readily organised in
connexion with such an hospital as that which is about to be founded
in the West Riding, and which woruld derive an additional claim upon
public support from the benefits which its auxiliary nursing institution
would confer.

TIIE REGISTRATION OF MIIDWIVES.
THE following suggestions for the instruction, examination, licensing,
registration, and supervision of midwives have been submitted by the
Council of the Obstetrical Society of London to Mr. Stansfeld, in pur-
suance of the object of obtaining efficient education and registration of
midwives, urged upon that minister by a late deputation of the Parlia-
mentary Bills Committee of this Association.

Definition of a AlidwlJe.-A healthy, sensible, res?ectable woman,
able to read, write, and calculate, understanding the management of
natural labour, and the ordinary care of the miother and child after
labour, and capable of recognising any conditions requiring medical
aid during the parturient and puerperal states.

Instrzctionz of ILvIWirzLs.-This might be done by utilising the present
lying-in charities and unions. Theoretical instruction might also be
given by qualified medical men, and practical instruction at the bedside,
and preferably at the patients' homes, since experience has shown that
it is neitlher necessary nor desirable to congregate a large number of
lying-in women under the same roof.

Examinii(ationi andtl Licensinig of lllida7izs.-As no one cani treat ob-
stetric emergencies and diseases successfiully until he or she has first
fulfilled a complete medical curriculum, such as qualified medical men
are compelled to undergo, and as it is not proposed that such know-
ledge should be required of midwives, it can scarcely be expected that
the universities, colleges, and corporations that license medical meln
would undertake the examination of midwives. The Obstetrical
Society of London, having had repeatedly and urgently brought before
its notice the sacrifice of human life and health occasioned by the
practice of ignorant midwives, has already instittuted an Examining
Board for testiing the knowledge of w-omen desiring to follow the calling
of a midwife, and has granted certificates to those who have satisfied
its examiners. The Society is, therefore, able and is willing to under-
take the examination, licensing, and registration cf milwives, if the
Privy Council think it desirable. It would be necessary for the Society
to have the power of instituting Branch Examining Boards in the pro-
vinces. A similar method of examination and licensing might be
carried out by Examining Boards appointed by the Obstetrical Societies
of Edinburgh and I)ublin.

A'ee-istration of Allidzizvs. Tt is believed that nothing short of com-
pulsory registration of midwives will afford safe attendance during
labour to those who are unable to distinguish between a good and a
bad midwife. In future, every woman undertaking the duties of a mid-
wife in England and Wales slhould be required to pass the Society's
examination prior to registration, and no public appointmenit should
hereafter be given to ally midwife who is not registered. It is also
thought desirable that all mid.%ives at present in practice should, on
the production of satisfactory evidence of fitness for the calling, be
eligible to be placed on the register.

Sufervzision (j Jlatwizcs. Seeing that gr-eat iijury migrht accrue to
the public from the midwives thus registered hieglectiolg or cvccdiz,-
their duties, the Council deemn it hig)ly de irable that some mode of
supervision should be adopted. Tl his would, perhaps, be most easily
effected by the reniewal of annual licences upon the production of a cer-
tificate of good character signed by a minister of religion, a magittrate,
or a qualified medical manl. It is also considered necessary that power
should be given to the Examining Board, after due investigation, to
erase jrom the register the name of any midwife who has grossly mis-
conducted herself.

It will be remenibered that AMr. Stalisfeld gave a very favourable
reply to the Parliamenta-y Bills Committee, and promised to communi-
cate with the other departments of the Government. Ile has since ad-
dressed to the Chairman of the above named Committee a request that
a more detailed schenme might be laid before him; but, as the Pre-

sident, Secretary, and other members of the Obstetrical Society of
London had, on the first occasion when the subject was mooted, ac-

companied the deputation of the Committee, and as it was known to
our Committee that the Cotincil of the Society were engaged in prepar-
ing the basis of a scheme (as now presented), it was thought desirable
to wait until that Society, which possesses special iniformation, and has
a particular interest in the question, had matured its views. We shall
next week be in possession of public information of what passes to-day
between them and the President of the Local Government Board; and
our Parliamentary Bills Committee will no doubt endeavour to give
assistance in promoting the common object. The subject is one on

which we should be glad to learn the experience and opinions of pro-
vincial associates. It is in the large towns and rural districts that mid-
wives are most employed, and that the necessity is most felt for im-
proving their education, and more especially regulating their compe-
tency and mode of practice.

NAVAL SURGEONS.
SOMtE amount of attention has recently been directed to the fact that,
within the last year or two, a number of young surgeons who have
passed through the course of instruction at Netley and entered the
navy have, after spending a few months in the service, sent in their re-
signations, and that these resignations have not been accepted by the
Admiralty. As every other officer, when not serving abroad, can re-
sign, and has the certainty of his resignation being accepted, the very
different position in which young surgeons are placed by this recent
Admiralty decision, and the feeling of bondage which this compulsory
servitude engenders, lhave caused a great deal of serious dissatisfaction
amongst those on whom the yoke presses. Its effects extend also to
those from whom the medical service of the navy is recruited, as shown
by the small numbers who entered for last examination; the fear of
taking a perhaps irrevocable step in life, evidently having deterred
many who otherwise might have competed.

But, as there are generally two sides to every question, so in this case
it must be confessed that the Admiralty have some show of right, not to
refuse to allow an officer to resign, but to put some check on conduct
that may arise from a desire to enter by means of the navy some other
seemingly better paid branch of the public service. In justice to those
who are now students, it would hardly be fair to allow the Netley
training for the navy to be used as a stepping-stone to taking a high
place in the Indian or army medical services. To forbid those resign-
ing ever to enter these services would also be unfair; and if such a rule
had been in force thirty years ago, the Indian medical service would
have been deprived of at least two of its most distinguished members,
and Calcutta University of two of its greatest teachers. Urgent domestic
affairs may compel one or two to resign, while to some men the re-
straints of ship-life are really insupportable, and it is better that they
should leave a service which they find distasteful, than remain in it,
spreading discontent, and making themselves disagreeable to all who
are forced to live with them in that closeness of association which a sea-
life compels. There are other men in whom the love of travel, the
desire to see foreign lands, are so strong, that discomforts sink into in-
significance before the gratification of their cherished wishes. Some of
these, now high up in the navy list, might lhave earned a distinguished
position had they remained on shore; but they followed their instincts,
and appear to have really enjoyed their ever-changing life from the day
of their first entry into the service.
The Admiralty urge as a reason for their course of procedure, the

expense that the State has incurred in training these reluctant surgeons
at Netley. The Admiralty share of the expense cannot be large, and
it would be much better for them to sustain the loss than to lower the
character of the naval medical branch of the profession by insisting on
comptilsory servitude. At the same time, it might be only just to
others, to refuse to allow those who resign to go up for the Indian or
army medical services till the esx)iration of twelve months after leaving
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the navy. The loss ot the money sunk in uniform would of itself be a
sufficient pecuniary fine, and might be put down as a set off against the
money loss sustained by the Admiralty.
Why this desire to leave the service so soon after joining should

show itself more amongst those gentlemen who have been to Netley
than amongst those who entered under the old system, is not so easy of
explanation ; but possibly the association with the Indian candidates,
wlho are about to receive a much higher rate of pay, and with the army
candidates, who have before them a more settled kind of life, may have
something to do with it. It is only the very recent naval candidates
who have seen surgeon-majors of the army studying at Netley, and re-
ceiving full-pay, while the staff-surgeons of the navy, going through the
same course of study, received only half-pay. Perhaps, also, the care
used in acclimatising the Netley candidates to the sea may not have
produced its intended effects; and six months in a naval hospital, and
six months in a harbour-ship, may not answer so well as when the sea-
going vessel came first, and the harbour-ship afterwards.
There is another resource in the hands of the Admiralty. They can

have their own " Netley" at Greenwich, a change which many who
wish well to the naval medical service would deplore, as breaking up
the good fellowship between the three services, which Netley does so
much to foster.

THE presentation portrait of Sir William Fergusson will be painted
by 1\Ir. Lehmann.

THe health of his Royal Highness Prince Leopold has again suffered.
The Prince has been suffering from one of those occasional hoemorrhagic
attacks to which he is liable.

His Excellency the Governor of New South WVales, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint Dr. John James
Hill, of Lambton, as one of the magistrates of the territory.

THE memorial bust and tablet of the late Dr. John Murray is being
executed by Mr. Joseph Durham, R.A. The bust is a striking like-
ness; it will be placed in Middlesex Hospital, with the cordial assent
of the weekly Board.

THE Newington Vestry have secured for their new mortuary coffins
which are perfectly air-tight and with plate-glass lids. They are spe-
cially adapted to enable jurymen or other persons, in cases of identifica-
tion, to view a body without inhaling noxious gases. The coffins were
clesigned by Dr. Iliff, the medical officer of health of the parish.

THE LATE DR. MURRAY.
TIlE following has been signed by sixty students of the Miiddlesex
Hospital.
"\Ve, the undersigning students of the Middlesex Hospital, London,

desire to express our sincere and heartfelt sympathy with the parents
and relatives of the late Dr. John Murray, at the sad loss sustained by
them in the sudden and untimely death of one so much beloved, highly
gifted and esteemed; but feel assured that the influence of his bright
example, and the remembrance of his genial and kindly heart will long
be cherished by those who now mourn his loss."

THE ASIIANTEE WAR.
ITr is announced that Surgeon Joseph Fleming, at present stationed at
Netley, has been ordered to the West Coast of Africa as Pathologist to
the expedition. Surgeon-Major AMackinnon has started, we hear, this
week for MIadeira, to report on its fitness as a sanatorium for Africa,
and to establish a convalescent hospital there. Forty medical officers
are under orders to sail in the Tamtar and Ilihzalqya. Among them
are the following officers of the Army Medical Department: Suirgeons-
Major Finnemore, Reed, Fraser; Surgeons Catherwood, Croker, Han-
nigan, I-lughes, lIeather, O'Brien, Purdon, Samuels, Smith, Supple,
Weir, WVard, Wilson. There is already, we understancl, a staff of
twenty medical officers on the Gold Coast. We have no fear that there

will be a break down in this department. The following is an abstract
of a letter from a medical officer within fifteen miles inland fromi Cape
Coast, on the 25th October.
"I was brought here, where there is a small detacliment of WVest

Indian troops guarding the highway from Coomassie, in a hammock
carried by twelve bearers. As this mode of conveyance was quite
novel, I enjoyed the journey. The water here is certainly very bad;
it is more like strong tea than water. It is obtained from a neighbour-
ing stagnant pool, which is covered over with the leaves of trees. Even
when filtered, it still retains its dark colour and strong taste. My
rations are similar to those issued to the troops, and consist of salt pork
and Australian beef. I always feel so hungry, that even coarse fare of
this kind is very acceptable in a country where no other food of any
kind can be procured. Fowls are lean, stringy, and innutritious ; milk
is a luxury which is nowhere obtained, so I find the Liebig's essence
positively invaluable. The vegetation everywhere is tremendous: while
in a bush-path, you are unable to see three yards at either side. The
bush is absolutely impassable. Life here is really a rough one ; and
this is all the better, as one has but little time to think of getting ill
of fever or dysentery. The natives are a most contemptible race:
although their country is invaded by an implacable enemy, whose great
delight is to plunder, ravage, and knock off Fantees' heads, yet they
will not even lift a rifle in their own defence unless they are well
paid for doing so. They schenle in every possible manner, and can
only, like children, be kept to their work from a sense of fear. We
are daily expecting to have a tiff with the Ashantees. As yet I have
seen none alive, and only one dead head in one of the villages suspended
from a pole."

ST. HELENA: A SANATORIUM FOR THE ASHANTEE EXPEDITION.

WHEN an European, stationed on the west coast of Africa, is attacked
with fever or dysentery, the great importance of his early removal from
the pestiferous influences of the climate is a point strongly insisted upon
by every medical officer who has had African experience. The hot
and humid " coast" atmosphere, with all its depressing results, extends
seawards for a distance of one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles.
Consequently, though bill sanatoria, near the base of operations, will
be useful as temporary resting stations, the chief place for the restora-
tion of our African invalids must be situated beyond this region of com-
bined heat, moisture, and malaria. The length of the voyage to Eng-
land, and more especially the rigours of an English winter, would have
a most prejudicial effect on invalids suffering from severe forms of
tropical disease. Madeira, which is nearer and milder, belongs to a
foreign power, the people speak a foreign language, and difficulties
concerning discipline and administration would be certain to arise if a
hospital were to be established there. Ascension is merely a bare,
barren, volcanic heap of brown lava and scoriae, with a singlc green
spot on it, the summit of Green Mountain. Its powers will be already
sorely overtaxed to provide accommodation and comfort for the naval
invalids for whose benefit the establishment of Ascension is designed.
The Cape of Good Hope is distant; the latter part of the voyage there
is often very stormy, and the heat of Cape Town, at this time of the
year, is considerable. St. Helena is free from all these objections. It
is less than sixteen hundred miles from Cape Coast Castle, and it lies
in the track of the south-west trade-winds, which, pure as travelling a
thousand miles of sea can make it, steadily pours its refreshing currents
over every hill, and down every valley, in this picturesque little island.
The temperature is scarcely ever over eighty degrees in the shade;
even in the valley, in which its one town and capital, James Town,
is built, and on the higher plains it usually ranges from sixty to seventy
degrees. The climate is genial, equable and healthy; and there is
room on the cool plains of Longwood for many hundreds of wooden
lhuts and tents. WVhen Napoleon was a captive in St. Helena, no fewer
than four regiments were quartered in the island. Most of the cattle
are imported from the Cape of Good Hope, which is about two
thousand miles distant; but the grazing land is extensive enough to
feed a large stock of animals, and allow them to recover from the effects
of a sea-voyage, before being slaughtered. Vegetables, water-cresses,
and fish can be obtained in abundance. The population, about seven
thousand in all, consists of English, half-castes, and negroes. Labour
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